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Abstract
A diagrammatic approach to calculate n-point correlators of the primordial curvature perturbation ζ was
developed a few years ago following the spirit of the Feynman rules in Quantum Field Theory. The method-
ology is very useful and time-saving, as it is for the case of the Feynman rules in the particle physics context,
but, unfortunately, is not very well known by the cosmology community. In the present work, we extend such
an approach in order to include not only scalar field perturbations as the generators of ζ, but also vector
field perturbations. The purpose is twofold: first, we would like the diagrammatic approach (which we would
call the Feynman-like rules) to become widespread among the cosmology community; second, we intend to
give an easy tool to formulate any correlator of ζ for those cases that involve vector field perturbations and
that, therefore, may generate prolonged stages of anisotropic expansion and/or important levels of statistical
anisotropy. Indeed, the usual way of formulating such correlators, using the Wick’s theorem, may become
very clutter and time-consuming.
1 Introduction
Our Universe exhibits departures from the exact isotropy and homogeneity; we may see it from the distribution of
temperatures in the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) [1] and from the distribution of matter that
gives rise to the large-scale structure [2]. The origin of such departures is a marvelous phenomenon that involves
two outstanding mechanisms in particle cosmology [3]: the production of virtual particles via the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, and the primordial accelerated expansion of the Universe that defines a dynamical particle
horizon. The joint work of these two mechanisms leads to the production of real particles (the Hawking radiation
phenomenon) and the classicalisation of the field perturbations that live in the spacetime which describes our
Universe. The nature of such field perturbations may be scalar, vectorial, spinorial, or even, it may correspond
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to p-forms#1. In addition, their contribution to the departure from the exact isotropy and homogeneity (pa-
rameterized by the primordial curvature perturbation ζ [8, 9]) may be operative during inflation (the standard
inflationary mechanism [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]), at the end of inflation (the inhomogeneous reheating mechanism
[16]), or after inflation (the curvaton mechanism [17, 18, 19]). Depending on the nature of the field perturbations,
on the number of fields involved, and on the action describing the theory of gravity and the matter content of
the Universe, the statistical properties of the distribution of temperatures in the CMB and of the distribution of
matter that form the large-scale structure may exhibit different features: once the variance has been fixed, the
power spectrum of ζ may become scale-dependent, either blue-tilted or red-tilted, or even may become dependent
on the direction of the wavevector (signaling violation of the rotational invariance in the two-point correlator of
ζ, a property which is called statistical anisotropy [4, 20]). The higher-order correlators of ζ are also affected: the
odd-point correlators may become different to zero (signaling departures from a gaussian distribution [9]) and the
even-point correlators may become different to products of two-point correlators (signaling also non-gaussianity
[9]). Moreover, the three-point correlator may depend on the directions of the three wavevectors, something
which has been called anisotropic non-gaussianity [21, 22]. Talking a bit more about the statistical anisotropy, it
is generated by either a primordial anisotropic expansion, or a non-scalar nature of the fields involved, or both.
Calculating the n-point correlators of ζ from a well-defined action is crucial in order to compare theory and
observation#2. The right framework to propagate the statistical properties of the field perturbations to the
statistical properties of ζ is the cosmological perturbation theory (CPT) [8, 23, 24, 25]; however, this normally
involves lengthy calculations, even more if the nature of the fields is not scalar [26, 27, 28, 29]. In addition,
interesting phenomena such as non-gaussianity may only be accessible if the CPT is taken to second or higher
orders [9, 30, 31]. Despite of this, the CPT is valid throughout all scales, leaving no room for discrepancies
attributed to not considered subhorizon phenomena. A different approach is via the δN formalism [32, 33, 34, 35],
where ζ is identified with the perturbation in the number of e-folds of expansion from an initial time in a flat
slicing to a final time in a uniform energy density slicing (the threading must be comoving). The δN formalism
gives an expression for ζ which is valid to all orders in CPT; however, it is only valid for superhorizon scales (in
absolut contrast with CPT) [9]. Of course, extracting the statistical properties of the distribution of ζ in the δN
formalism requires also to do some “perturbation theory”: to expand ζ ≡ δN in a Taylor series and to cut it out
at the desired order [31, 36]. The classicalisation is given at superhorizon scales [37], as well as the conservation
of ζ is if the adiabatic pressure condition is hold [9, 35]; that is why we do not worry much about the subhorizon
scales and still we obtain very precise results at a very cheap computational cost.
The way of calculating n-point correlators of ζ in the δN formalism is very similar to the way of calculating
scattering amplitudes in the cannonical formulation of Quantum Field Theory [38]: the Wick’s theorem is
essential [39], the calculation is very direct but not so intuitive, and anyway it may become very clutter and
time-consuming. Feynman was very clever, even for minor aspects such as avoiding not so intuitive procedures
when calculating things; he developed a series of diagrammatic rules [40, 41]#3 that can reproduce every piece
of the calculation of scattering amplitudes, very easy to apply, very easy to remember, and very illuminating at
trying to visualize what is actually happening in a quantum process. Feynman rules became widespread among
the particle physicists community and it is nowadays the standard language to interpret quantum processes and
calculate scattering amplitudes [43]. In view of the above, a few years ago a diagrammatic approach to calculate
n-point correlators of ζ was developed including only scalar fields as the generators of ζ [44]#4. Such “Feynman-
like” rules share the same advantages of its counterpart in Quantum Field Theory, making very easy and intuitive
to start any n-point correlator calculation. External lines in this case are identified as Fourier modes of ζ and
internal lines, the propagators, are identified as the power spectra of the scalar field perturbations. If the field
perturbations are non-gaussian, new diagrams appear which do not have a correspondence in the particle physics
Feynman rules: internal lines that split like branches of a tree; they correspond to connected n-point correlators
#1The particle production process has been well studied in the scalar field case [3]. Some nice studies in the vector field case may
be found in Refs. [4, 5, 6, 7].
#2At the end, the theory cannot predict the exact outcome of an experiment in a member of the ensemble since the quantum
nature only allows us to predict probabilities in the ensemble. The ergodic theorem is crucial in this respect [8] and, therefore, the
assumption of statistical homogeneity (translational invariance of the n-point correlators) must be maintained.
#3Actually, this technique was first described by Feynman at the Poconos Conference in 1948, and published in 1951 [42].
#4A closely related diagrammatic formalism was developed some time ago in order to study large-scale structure formation via
gravitational instability; see for instance Ref. [45] and references therein. See also Ref. [46] for a diagrammatic treatment of
perturbative calculations in the “in-in” formalism and Refs. [47, 48] for a diagrammatic approach to information field theory applied
to the reconstructions of non-linear signals.
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of the field perturbations. The issue of the vertex renormalization was also treated, showing in an elegant way
how to absorb the diagrams with dressed vertices into just one diagram with undressed, but redefined, vertices,
in complete analogy with the Feynman rules case [43]#5.
In this paper, we want to draw the attention of the reader into two significant aspects of the history of the
Feynman-like diagrammatic approach in cosmology. First, although very powerful as it is in the particle physics
context, not many cosmologists are aware of the existence or the power of the Feynman-like rules, and still
most of the calculations based in the δN formalism are performed directly, invoking the Wick’s theorem. Of
course, the arrival to the relevant integrals is lengthy, the intuitive connection between an important feature in
the calculation and the physics behind it is almost lost, and the scene quickly becomes very clutter. Second,
vector field perturbations were not considered in the original formulation of the Feynman-like rules. Vector fields
as possible generators of ζ have attracted the attention of several scientists as they may generate significant
statistical anisotropy, still in agreement with present observations [49, 50, 51, 52], via the anisotropic expansion
they may generate [26, 27, 28, 29, 53] and also via its own vector nature [4, 5, 6, 7, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. Indeed,
statistical anisotropy surely will become discriminator of models for the generation of ζ taking into account the
forthcoming increment in the precision of observations starting with the PLANCK satellite data [20, 59]. The
first purpose of this paper is to try to disseminate the diagrammatic approach to cosmologists as much as possible;
time will tell if this objective was reached. The second purpose of this paper is to extend the Feynman-like rules
to the case where the contributions to ζ are due to several scalar and vector fields, producing the latter, in
general, anisotropic expansion, statistical anisotropy, and anisotropic non-gaussianity [21, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65].
We try to be as general as possible, allowing for an arbitrary number of fields, taking into account the transverse
as well as the longitudinal polarizations of the vector fields (i.e. allowing for mass terms), keeping in mind that
the action may not be parity-invariant, considering, in general, anisotropic expansion, and assuming that the
probability distribution functions for the scalar field perturbations, as well as for the vector field perturbations#6,
may in general be non-gaussian. It is worth emphasizing that, in the context of nowadays cosmology, it is very
important to have an efficient method for the calculation of loop corrections; this is because high precision
cosmological measurements could be able to access observational signatures encoded in the loop diagrams if they
turn to be non-negligible [66], so it is crucial to go beyond tree level terms. Moreover, from the theoretical point
of view, there exist scenarios in which loop contributions are larger than the tree-level terms and, therefore,
are able to produce large non-gaussianities [60, 61, 67, 68, 69, 70]; in those scenarios, it is essential to have an
efficient method to evaluate such contributions.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the n-point correlators are introduced; the meaning of
statistical homogeneity, statistical isotropy, and gaussianity is clearly established. In Section 3 the δN formalism
is introduced, allowing for the possibility of anisotropic expansion and, therefore, for the existence of vector
fields as generators of ζ; the two-point correlator of ζ is calculated using the non-diagrammatic technique (i.e.
by employing the Wick’s theorem) up to the one-loop level. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of the
Feynman-like rules in the limit where the field perturbations are gaussian; the calculation of the two- and three-
point correlator of ζ up to the one-loop level, and four-point correlator up to the tree level, are performed
employing the diagrammatic approach and compared with the findings in Section 3. Section 5 introduces the
rules in the non-gaussian case; again, some examples are considered and compared with the non-diagrammatic
approach. In Section 6 the vertex renormalisation is studied for the gaussian and non-gaussian cases. The
conclusions of this work are presented in Section 7.
2 Statistical homogeneity, statistical isotropy, and gaussianity
Quantum mechanics only allows us to predict probabilities of different outcomes after an experiment in an
ensemble of systems, in contrast to classical mechanics which does allow us to predict the exact outcome after an
experiment in just one element of the ensemble. Since the underlying physical mechanism in the generation of
cosmological perturbations is of quantum nature, the cosmologists are more interested in studying the statistical
properties of a perturbation map, say the CMB map or the galaxy distribution map. The way of doing this is
via the n-point correlators of the perturbations in real space. Let’s define a scalar cosmological perturbation
#5The standard vertex corresponds to a m-order derivative (being m the number of internal lines ending in that vertex) of the
unperturbed number of e-folds N with respect to the fields involved [44].
#6Actually, the probability distribution functions for the scalar perturbations that multiply the respective polarization vectors.
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β(x) in real space and make a Fourier integral expansion
β(x) ≡
∫
d3k
(2π)3
eik·xβ(k) , (1)
where β(k) is the Fourier mode function of β(x). The n-point correlators of β(x) are averages over the ensemble
of the products β(x1)β(x2)...β(xn) where x1, x2, ..., xn represent different points in space
#7:
〈β(x1)β(x2)...β(xn)〉 ≡
∫
d3k1
(2π)3
d3k2
(2π)3
...
d3kn
(2π)3
ei(k1·x1+k2·x2+...+kn·xn)〈β(k1)β(k2)...β(kn)〉 . (2)
Thus, the correlation functions in real space may be studied via the correlation functions in momentum space.
Let’s see now the meaning of statistical homogeneity, statistical isotropy, and gaussianity.
2.1 Statistical homogeneity
Of course the perturbation map is not homogeneous (i.e., it is not invariant under spatial translations), but
it may be that the probability distribution function governing β(x) is, which is called statistical homogeneity
[8, 9, 20]. This means that the n-point correlators in real space are invariant under translations in space, i.e.
〈β(x1 + d)β(x2 + d)...β(xn + d)〉 = 〈β(x1)β(x2)...β(xn)〉 , (3)
where d is some vector in real space establishing the amount of spatial translation. The only way of achieving
this, in view of Eq. (2), is expressing the argument in the exponential function inside the integral as the addition
of several terms of the form f(xi−xj), which in turn is possible (but it is not the only possibility) if the n-point
correlators in momentum space are proportional to a Dirac delta function:
〈β(k1)β(k2)...β(kn)〉 ≡ (2π)3δ3(k12...n)Mβ(k1,k2, ...,kn) . (4)
In the previous expression, k12...n means k1 + k2 + ... + kn, and the function Mβ(k1,k2, ...,kn) is called the
(n − 1)-spectrum. Statistical homogeneity is absolutely necessary as an hypothesis of the ergodic theorem [8];
otherwise, although we do have a theoretical framework to do calculations and although we do have a significant
amount of observational data with unprecedented precision, we could not compare one with the other.
2.2 Statistical isotropy
Once statistical homogeneity has been secured, in the form of Eq. (4), we ask about the invariance under
spatial rotations (i.e. isotropy). Of course again, the perturbation map is not isotropic, but it may be that the
probability distribution function governing β(x) is, which is called statistical isotropy [8, 9, 20]. This means that
the n-point correlators in real space are invariant under rotations in space, i.e.
〈β(x˜1)β(x˜2)...β(x˜n)〉 = 〈β(x1)β(x2)...β(xn)〉 , (5)
where x˜i = R xi, R being a rotation operator. To satisfy the above requirement, the (n − 1)-spectrum must
satisfy the condition
Mβ(k˜1, k˜2, ..., k˜n) = Mβ(k1,k2, ...,kn) , (6)
where the tildes over the momenta represent as well a spatial rotation, parameterized by R, in momentum space.
This condition has more explicit consequences in the spectrum (1-spectrum) and the bispectrum (2-spectrum):
Mβ(k1,k2) ≡ Pβ(k1,k2) = Pβ(k) , (7)
Mβ(k1,k2,k3) ≡ Bβ(k1,k2,k3) = Bβ(k1, k2, k3) , (8)
where in the first line k = |k1| = |k2|, and in the second line ki = |ki|. Starting from the trispectrum (3-
spectrum), the condition in Eq. (6) about statistical isotropy in all the higher-order (n − 1)-spectra cannot be
reduced to similar conditions to the ones in Eqs. (7) and (8), so that the minimal way of parameterizing the
#7The ensemble average inside the integral is over the Fourier mode functions only since they are the stochastic variables.
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(n− 1)-spectra (with n ≥ 4) will always be in terms of all the n wavevectors. The scalar nature of β(x) is very
important since, if it were a vector or a tensor, there would not be a way to make the n-point correlators in real
space invariant under spatial rotations. In those cases, we relax the meaning of statistical isotropy and establish
that it is present if the (n−1)-spectra of the scalar pertubations that multiply the respective polarization vectors
or tensors satisfy Eq. (6).
2.3 Gaussianity
Gaussianity may be defined either via the perturbations β(x) in real space or via the perturbations β(k) in
momentum space. Let’s talk first about the latter and we will come back later on the former. We say that the
probability distribution function governing β(k) is gaussian if for different wavevectors the perturbations are
uncorrelated:#8
〈β(k1)β(k2)〉 = (2π)3δ3(k12)Pβ(k1) , (9)
and if the n-point correlators, with n being odd, are zero, while those with n being even are equal to the sum
over all ways of pairing β(k)s with each other of a product of the 2-point correlators of the pairs#9 [8, 9]:
〈β(k1)β(k2)β(k3)〉 = 0 , (10)
〈β(k1)β(k2)β(k3)β(k4)〉 = 〈β(k1)β(k2)〉〈β(k3)β(k4)〉+ 〈β(k1)β(k3)〉〈β(k2)β(k4)〉+
〈β(k1)β(k4)〉〈β(k2)β(k3)〉 (11)
= (2π6)δ3(k12)δ
3(k34)Pβ(k1)Pβ(k3) + two permutations , (12)
and so on. Eqs. (9) and (12) clearly show that statistical homogeneity is a necessary but not sufficient condition
if the probability distribution function governing β(k) is to be gaussian [4, 9]. Now, coming back to the pertur-
bations β(x) in real space, it is possible to show that the gaussianity condition expressed above implies that the
probability distribution function P (β(x)) is given by
P (β(x)) =
1√
2π〈β2(x)〉e
−β2(x)/2〈β2(x)〉 , (13)
which is the usual definition of a gaussian probability distribution function. However, requiring Eqs. (10), (11),
and so on for β(x), instead of β(k), also results in Eq. (13) without requiring gaussianity in the mode functions
β(k). In other words, gaussianity in β(k) is a sufficient but not necessary condition for gaussianity in β(x);
indeed, via the central limit theorem [71, 72], β(x) may become gaussian just by being expressed as a sum of
uncorrelated quantities (β(k)) even if they are not gaussian.
When the perturbations β(k) are non-gaussian, but still assuming statistical homogeneity, the n-point cor-
relators in momentum space, with n ≥ 3, are expressed in terms of “connected” n-point correlators (identified
with a subscript c) which establish the departure from the gaussianity condition:
〈β(k1)β(k2)〉 = (2π)3δ3(k12)Pβ(k1) , (14)
〈β(k1)β(k2)β(k3)〉 = 〈β(k1)β(k2)β(k3)〉c (15)
= (2π)3δ3(k123)Bβ(k1,k2,k3) , (16)
〈β(k1)β(k2)β(k3)β(k4)〉 = 〈β(k1)β(k2)β(k3)β(k4)〉c + 〈β(k1)β(k2)〉〈β(k3)β(k4)〉+
〈β(k1)β(k3)〉〈β(k2)β(k4)〉+ 〈β(k1)β(k4)〉〈β(k2)β(k3)〉 (17)
= (2π)3δ3(k1234)Tβ(k1,k2,k3,k4) +
(2π6)δ3(k12)δ
3(k34)Pβ(k1)Pβ(k3) + two permutations , (18)
and so on. In the above, Bβ(k1,k2,k3) and Tβ(k1,k2,k3,k4) are called the connected bispectrum and trispec-
trum of β.
#8For equal wavevectors, the reality condition on β(x) applies and, therefore, there is self-correlation.
#9The sum over pairings does not distinguish those which interchange wavectors in a pair, or which merely interchange pairs.
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3 The primordial curvature perturbation and the δN formalism
The δN formalism [32, 33, 34, 35] provides a powerful method to evaluate the primordial curvature perturbation
ζ(x, t) in terms of the perturbations of the fields at the the time of horizon crossing t∗ (corresponding to a flat
slicing), and the derivatives of the unperturbed number of e-foldings N(t, t∗) =
∫ t
t∗
H(t′)dt′ with respect to the
unperturbed fields evaluated at t∗.
According to this formalism, once the separate universe approach has been invoked (see also Ref. [73]), and
a comoving threading has been established, the value of ζ in a uniform energy density hypersurface at the final
time t is given by the perturbation in the time integral of the local volume expansion rate θ along a curve starting
at an initial flat hypersurface at the time ti:
ζ(x, t) ≡ δN(x, t, ti)− 〈δN(x, t, ti)〉 . (19)
Here, the bracket notation means a ensemble average (which corresponds to a spatial average is there is statistical
homogeneity). In many inflationary scenarios, the number N of e-foldings depends only on the values of the
fields at horizon crossing so we can write the curvature perturbation as an expansion in the perturbations of the
fields at this time [36]. Supposing that inflation is driven by a single scalar field φ(x, t) which can be decomposed
as φ = φ0 + δφ where δφ is the field perturbation at the initial time ti = t∗, the δN formula acquires the form:
ζ(x, t) =
∂N(t, t∗)
∂φ(t∗)
δφ(x, t∗) +
1
2!
∂2N(t, t∗)
∂φ2(t∗)
δφ2(x, t∗) +
1
3!
∂3N(t, t∗)
∂φ3(t∗)
δφ3(x, t∗) + · · · − (spatial average) . (20)
By doing this expansion, we are neglecting any additional dependence on φ˙ after horizon crossing which implies
that we assume that the field perturbations are strongly suppressed on large scales; this assumption is valid
during a slow-roll regime but, in general, it is valid for any light fields present during inflation. To simplify the
writing of the expressions, in the following we omit the dependence of the field perturbations on the initial time
t∗; we also omit the spatial average in the δN formula.
Due to the versatility of the method, it has been implemented in many different scenarios; for instance, if we
assume that the primordial curvature perturbation is generated by n scalar fields, the δN formalism gives us the
following expansion for ζ:
ζ(x, t) ≡ δN(φ1(x), . . . , φn(x), t) = NIδφI(x) + 1
2
NIJδφI(x)δφJ (x) +
1
3!
NIJKδφI(x)δφJ (x)δφK (x) + . . . , (21)
where NI ≡ ∂N/∂φI , etc. I = 1, 2, · · · , n and we understand that repeated indices are summed over. In a recent
work this formalism was extended to include also vector field perturbations [4] (see also Ref. [22]), and it was
shown that in the simplest case where ζ is generated by a single vector field and a single scalar, the curvature
perturbation can be calculated by means of the following expression:
ζ(x, t) ≡ δN(φ(x), Ai(x), t) = Nφδφ+NiδAi + 1
2
Nφφ(δφ)
2 +NφiδφδAi +
1
2
NijδAiδAj + . . . , (22)
where
Nφ ≡ ∂N
∂φ
, Nφφ ≡ ∂
2N
∂φ2
, Nφi ≡ ∂
2N
∂Ai∂φ
, etc. , (23)
are the derivatives with respect to the scalar φ and the spatial components of the vector field A. It is very
important to warning the reader that the extension of the δN formalism to the vector field perturbations case
requires relaxing one assumption in the separate universe approach: the isotropic expansion. The consequence
of this is to have a tensor perturbation hij which is time-dependent [4]; however, the identification of ζ with δN
remains the same no matter that hij is time-dependent or not. If for some reason the expansion is isotropic,
the perturbations in the scalar and vector fields may be statistically isotropic; however, ζ would not be in
general statistically isotropic due to the vector nature of the fields involved (except, of course, for φ). On the
contrary, if the expansion is anisotropic, all the perturbations would be automatically statistically anisotropic
and, therefore, ζ would be too; this would affect also the N derivatives since the background would not be of
the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker type anymore#10.
#10N depends on the values of the relevant fields at the initial time ti and on the total (and uniform) energy density ρ at the
final time t; there is no explicit dependence on the position. The N derivatives are evaluated in the background so there is neither
explicit nor implicit dependence on the position unless the background metric is inhomogeneous or some very specific configuration
of inhomogeneous background fields renders the background metric homogeneous; however, in the former case, there would be
statistical inhomogeneity, making impossible to compare theory and observations.
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Now, we move to the more general case in which the inflationary dynamics is driven by multiple scalar and
multiple vector fields. We will consider n scalar fields and m vector fields. To deal with the contributions coming
from the different fields involved, we introduce the notation:
δΦA¯ ≡ {δφI , δAai } . (24)
The index A¯ is separated in two sets, a set of indices I labelling the scalar fields which runs from 1 to n and
another set of indices a labelling vector fields which runs from 1 to m. The index i specifies the component of
any vector field and it runs from 1 to 3 #11. We use the index a as a supra-index and the index i as a sub-index.
Accordingly, the derivatives of N with respect to the fields are separated as follows:
NA¯ = {NI , Nai } , (25)
NA¯B¯ =
{
NIJ , N
b
Ij , N
ab
ij
}
, (26)
and so on. For instance, in the notation above, we represent the mixed second derivative with respect to φI and
Abj as N
b
Ij ≡ ∂2N/∂φI∂Abj . In terms of the notation in Eq. (24), the curvature perturbation for the multi-scalar
and multi-vector field case is written as
ζ(x, t) ≡ δN(ΦA¯(x), t)
= NA¯δΦA¯ +
1
2
NA¯B¯δΦA¯δΦB¯ +
1
3!
NA¯B¯C¯δΦA¯δΦB¯δΦC¯ +
1
4!
NA¯B¯C¯D¯δΦA¯δΦB¯δΦC¯δΦD¯ + · · · . (27)
As we can see from the equations above, since ζ is a series in the field perturbations δΦA¯, then its correlation
functions will be expressed as perturbative series in the correlation functions of δΦA¯. To this end, we first write
the mode function associated to ζ in terms of the mode functions associated to the field perturbations#12:
ζ(k, t) = NA¯δΦA¯(k) +
1
2
NA¯B¯
∫
d3k1
(2π)3
δΦA¯(k− k1)δΦB¯(k1) +
1
3!
NA¯B¯C¯
∫
d3k1d
3k2
(2π)6
δΦA¯(k− k1 − k2)δΦB¯(k1)δΦC¯(k2) + ...−
1
2
NA¯B¯(2π)
3δ3(k)〈δΦA¯(x)δΦB¯(x)〉 −
1
3!
NA¯B¯C¯(2π)
3δ3(k)〈δΦA¯(x)δΦB¯(x)δΦC¯(x)〉 − ... , (28)
where in the last line the mode function of the spatial average in the δN formula is shown. Now, we may multiply
n mode functions of ζ and perform the average over the ensemble in order to obtain the n-point correlator. As
an example, we will obtain the 2-point correlator of ζ by truncating the series up to third order and taking into
#11This is because, as inflation homogenizes the vector fields (∂iA
a
µ = 0), we expect the temporal components of them to vanish
[5]. Besides, if the vector fields are massless, we can set the temporal components to zero by a gauge choice.
#12Here we take into account Footnote #10: even for those cases where the background metric is anisotropic, but still homogeneous,
the N derivatives evaluated in the background do not depend either explicitly nor implicitly on the position.
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account terms that will only be represented by tree level or one-loop diagrams#13:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉 = NA¯NB¯〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2)〉+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2 − k3)δΦC¯(k3)〉+
1
3!
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3k3d
3k4
(2π)6
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2 − k3 − k4)δΦC¯(k3)δΦD¯(k4)〉+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k2)δΦB¯(k1 − k3)δΦC¯(k3)〉+
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯
∫
d3k3d
3k4
(2π)6
〈δΦA¯(k1 − k3)δΦB¯(k3)δΦC¯(k2 − k4)δΦD¯(k4)〉 −
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯(2π)
3δ3(k2)
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k1 − k3)δΦB¯(k3)〉〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉+
1
3!
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3k3d
3k4
(2π)6
〈δΦA¯(k2)δΦB¯(k1 − k3 − k4)δΦC¯(k3)δΦD¯(k4)〉 −
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯(2π)
3δ3(k1)
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k2 − k3)δΦB¯(k3)〉〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉+
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯(2π)
6δ3(k1)δ
3(k2)〈δΦA¯(x)δΦB¯(x)〉〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉 . (29)
The following step is to apply the Wick’s theorem [39], assuming that the field perturbations may not be gaussian
and, again, avoiding terms that would be represented by two- or higher-order loop diagrams:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉 = NA¯NB¯〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2)〉+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2 − k3)δΦC¯(k3)〉c +
1
3!
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3k3d
3k4
(2π)6
[
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2 − k3 − k4)〉〈δΦC¯(k3)δΦD¯(k4)〉+
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦC¯(k3)〉〈δΦB¯(k2 − k3 − k4)δΦD¯(k4)〉+
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦD¯(k4)〉〈δΦB¯(k2 − k3 − k4)δΦC¯(k3)〉
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k2)δΦB¯(k1 − k3)δΦC¯(k3)〉c +
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯
∫
d3k3d
3k4
(2π)6
[
〈δΦA¯(k1 − k3)δΦB¯(k3)〉〈δΦC¯(k2 − k4)δΦD¯(k4)〉+
〈δΦA¯(k1 − k3)δΦC¯(k2 − k4)〉〈δΦB¯(k3)δΦD¯(k4)〉+
〈δΦA¯(k1 − k3)δΦD¯(k4)〉〈δΦB¯(k3)δΦC¯(k2 − k4)〉
]
−
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯(2π)
3δ3(k2)〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k1 − k3)δΦB¯(k3)〉+
1
3!
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3k3d
3k4
(2π)6
[
〈δΦA¯(k2)δΦB¯(k1 − k3 − k4)〉〈δΦC¯(k3)δΦD¯(k4)〉+
〈δΦA¯(k2)δΦC¯(k3)〉〈δΦB¯(k1 − k3 − k4)δΦD¯(k4)〉+
〈δΦA¯(k2)δΦD¯(k4)〉〈δΦB¯(k1 − k3 − k4)δΦC¯(k3)〉
]
−
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯(2π)
3δ3(k1)〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
〈δΦA¯(k2 − k3)δΦB¯(k3)〉+
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯(2π)
6δ3(k1)δ
3(k2)〈δΦA¯(x)δΦB¯(x)〉〈δΦC¯ (x)δΦD¯(x)〉 . (30)
#13Except for four terms which are formally represented by two-loop disconnected diagrams and that, as we will see, will cancel
each other out.
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We now employ the definition in Eq. (14) for the power spectrum of ζ, and the expressions
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2)〉 ≡ (2π)3δ(k12)ΠA¯B¯(k1) , (31)
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2)δΦC¯(k3)〉c ≡ (2π)3δ(k123)BA¯B¯C¯(k1,k2,k3) , (32)
〈δΦA¯(k1)δΦB¯(k2)δΦC¯(k3)δΦD¯(k4)〉c ≡ (2π)3δ(k1234)TA¯B¯C¯D¯(k1,k2,k3,k4) , (33)
and so on; these expressions define the power spectra ΠA¯B¯ of the field perturbations and the higher order
functions BA¯B¯C¯ , TA¯B¯C¯D¯, and so on, that parameterize the intrinsic non-gaussianity in the field perturbations.
Thus, calculating some trivial integrals that involve Dirac delta functions we arrive to
(2π)3δ3(k1 + k2)Pζ(k1) =(2π)
3δ3(k1 + k2)
[
NA¯NB¯ΠA¯B¯(k1) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
BA¯B¯C¯(k1,k2 − k3,k3)+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯ΠA¯B¯(k1)
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(k3) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
BA¯B¯C¯(k2,k1 − k3,k3)
]
+
(2π)6δ3(k1)δ
3(k2)
[ 1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯
∫
d3k3d
3k4
(2π)6
ΠA¯B¯(k1 − k3)ΠC¯D¯(k2 − k4)
]
+
(2π)3δ3(k1 + k2)
[ 1
2
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1 − k3)ΠB¯D¯(k3)
]
−
(2π)6δ3(k1)δ
3(k2)
[ 1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k1 − k3)
]
+
(2π)3δ3(k1 + k2)
[ 1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯ΠA¯B¯(k2)
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(k3)
]
−
(2π)6δ3(k1)δ
3(k2)
[ 1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k2 − k3)−
1
4
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯〈δΦC¯(x)δΦD¯(x)〉〈δΦA¯(x)δΦB¯(x)〉
]
.
(34)
The expression in the third line cancels out exactly the expression in the fifth line; this is because, according
to Eq. (1),
〈δΦA¯(x)δΦB¯(x)〉 =
∫
d3k
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k) . (35)
The same argument is used to demonstrate that the terms in the last two lines cancel each other out. These
four terms are the ones that formally are represented by two-loop disconnected diagrams. As we see, having
defined ζ as δN − 〈δN〉 was key to make this kind of diagrams disappear. Concluding, we may say that the
power spectrum of ζ, up to the one-loop level, is given by
Pζ(k1) = NA¯NB¯ΠA¯B¯(k1) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
BA¯B¯C¯(k1,−k1 − k3,k3) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯ΠA¯B¯(k1)
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(k3) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
BA¯B¯C¯(−k1,k1 − k3,k3) +
1
2
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1 − k3)ΠB¯D¯(k3) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯ΠA¯B¯(−k1)
∫
d3k3
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(k3) . (36)
The reader may notice that the obtaining of the previous expression for the power spectrum of ζ is quite
lenghty and clutter, as well as direct but not so intuitive. As it may be expected, the higher order correlators
of ζ demand even more time and are definitely very clutter leading to undesirable mistakes if extreme care in
the manipulation of formulas is not taken; all of this of course means that this methodology of calculation is not
in any respect efficient. The same situation happened in the cannonical formulation of Quantum Field Theory
until Feynman presented his diagrammatic rules [40, 41, 42, 43]. Following the same idea, the aim of this paper
is to present a simple diagrammatic approach to calculate all tree level and loop contributions to the correlation
functions of ζ when vector and scalar fields are present. We start in Section 4 with the gaussian case and we
treat the non-gaussian case in Section 5. We use the tools and the notations that we have introduced in this
section throughout the rest of the paper.
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4 Fourier space diagrams for gaussian scalar and vector field pertur-
bations
As we discussed in the previous section, the disconnected part of the n-point correlators of ζ exactly vanishes
due to the substraction of the ensemble average of δN . We keep this in mind while writing down the rules for
drawing the diagrams related to the n-point correlator functions of ζ to the desired order in perturbation theory.
In this section we present the rules to calculate the n-point correlation functions to p-order (O(P p)) when ζ has
contributions from scalar and vector field perturbations. Following this terminology, the tree level approximation
of the n-point correlation function has p = n− 1 propagators, the 1-loop approximation has p = n, and so on.
1. Draw all distinct diagrams with n-external lines and p propagators. External lines are represented by solid
lines while internal lines are represented by dashed lines. Every vertex connect an external line to at least
1 propagator.
2. Label the external lines with incoming momenta ki for i = 1, ..., n and label the propagator with internal
momenta pk for k = 1, ..., p. Label each end of each propagator with a field index: A¯, B¯, · · · , C¯. See Fig.
1.
3. Assign the factor ΠA¯B¯(k) to each propagator in the diagram where k is the momentum associated to the
propagator which must flow from the end with the label A¯ to the end with the label B¯ (see Fig. 1). The
direction of the momentum flow in the diagram is relevant when the action is not invariant under the parity
transformation. If the momentum flows from the end with the label B¯ to the end with the label A¯, the
assigned propagator must be ΠB¯A¯(k) = ΠA¯B¯(−k).
4. Assign a factor NA¯1A¯2···A¯t(2π)
3δ(ki−p1···t) to each vertex, a t-vertex, where the number t of derivatives of
N is the number of propagators attached to this vertex. We use the convention that incoming momentum
is positive. The Dirac delta function ensures that the momentum is conserved. See Fig. 2.
5. Integrate over the propagator momenta 1(2pi)3
∫
d3pi. The first n − 1 integrals can be done immediately
using the Dirac delta functions but any further integral in general cannot be performed analytically. This
is the case when there are integrals corresponding to loop corrections.
6. Divide by the appropriate numerical factor:
• l! if there are l propagators attached to the same vertices at both ends.
• 2ll! if there are l propagators with both ends attached to the same vertex. When the two ends of a
propagator attach the same vertex, we say that the propagator is dressing the vertex. See Fig. 3.
7. Add all permutations of the diagrams corresponding to all the distinct ways to relabel the ki attached to
the external lines. The number of permutations depends on the symmetries of the diagram: a diagram
which is totally symmetric with respect to external lines has only one term; in contrast, a diagram without
symmetries with respect to external lines has n! permutations.
ΠAB(k)
= ,A B
,
ΠIJ(k)
I J
Πij
ab(k)
a b
,
ΠIj
b(k) ΠiJa(k)
Figure 1: The diagrammatic representation of the propagator: for each pair of indices A¯, B¯ we draw a thick
dashed line. In order to correctly write the propagator ΠA¯B¯(k), the momentum must flow from the end with
the label A¯ to the end with the label B¯; this is relevant if the action is not parity-invariant. In this figure, we
show the decomposition of the general propagator in terms of one scalar-scalar propagator, two scalar-vector
propagators, and one vector-vector propagator. Thus, for each pair of scalar indices I, J we draw a dashed line,
for each pair of scalar-vector indices I, b we draw a dashed-curly line, and for each pair of vector indices a, b we
draw a curly line. For each vector index a we understand that there is implicitly an index i corresponding to the
components of the vector field. The diagrams in this paper are drawn using JaxoDraw [74, 75].
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=(2pi )3 δ(k−q12) NAB
, ,
J
I I a
ba
k
(2pi )3 δ(k−q12) Nijab(2pi )3 δ(k−q12) NI jb(2pi )3 δ(k−q12) NIJ
q2
q1
A
B
q1q1q1
q2q2
q2
k k k
Figure 2: The diagrammatic representation of the 2-vertex NA¯B¯. Momentum must be conserved at each vertex:
the Dirac delta function guarantees it. Analogously to Fig. 1, the 2-vertex has been decomposed in the scalar-
scalar, scalar-vector, and vector-vector 2-vertices.
=
+
+
+
Figure 3: A one-loop Feynman-like diagram for power spectrum Pζ with gaussian scalar and vector field perturba-
tions (in the decomposition we have assumed isotropic expansion so that there are no scalar-vector propagators).
We call it a “dressed vertex” when the two ends of a propagator are attached to the same vertex as the left one
in this figure.
In the rules above, we have two basic building blocks. The first one is the Feynman-like propagator ΠA¯B¯(k):
ΠA¯B¯(k) ≡
{
ΠIJ(k) , Π
b
Ij(k) , Π
a
iJ (k) , Π
ab
ij (k)
}
, (37)
where the ΠIJ (k) are the scalar-scalar field perturbations power spectra defined by
〈δφI(k1)δφ∗J (k2)〉 = (2π)3δ3(k1 − k2)ΠIJ (k1) , (38)
where we suppose that in general the different scalar fields could be correlated at horizon crossing so that they
do not necessarily have the same power spectrum Pδφ; they depend on the wavevector since, in general, there
will be anisotropic expansion, rendering the field perturbations spectra statistically anisotropic#14. On the other
hand, the Π bIj(k) are the scalar-vector field perturbations power spectra related to the two-point correlators of
a scalar field φI and a vector field A
b
j whose origin lies again in the anisotropic expansion:
〈δφI(k1)δAbj(k2)〉 = (2π)3δ3(k1 + k2)Π bIj(k1) . (39)
Here, Π bIj (k) is given by:
Π bIj(k) ≡ ΠevenIj (k)P b+ (k) + iΠoddIj (k)P b− (k) + ΠlongIj (k)P blong(k) , (40)
where it has been written in terms of the longitudinal component of the power spectra P blong and the parity
conserving and violating power spectra P b+ and P
b
− respectively:
P b± ≡
1
2
(
P bR ± P bL
)
, (41)
where P bR and P
b
L denote the power spectra for the transverse components with right-handed and left-handed
circular polarizations, and again all of them depend on the wavevector because of the anisotropic expansion. The
#14The particle production mechanism is statistically anisotropic.
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formal definitions of the polarization spectra are given by
〈δφ(k1)δAb∗λ (k2)〉 = (2π)3δ3(k1 − k2)P bλ (k1) , (42)
where λ denotes the different polarizations, L, R, or long, and
δAbj(k) =
∑
λ
eλj (kˆ)δA
b
λ(k) , (43)
eλ(kˆ) being the respective polarization vector, and a hat denoting a unit vector. The basis ΠevenIj , Π
odd
Ij and
ΠlongIj is given by
ΠevenIj (k) ≡
√
2pˆj , Π
odd
Ij (k) ≡
√
2iǫjklkˆkpˆl , Π
long
Ij (k) ≡ kˆj , (44)
where pˆ = Rxˆ and xˆ being the unit vector that goes in the x direction, R being the rotation operator that takes
zˆ to kˆ, and zˆ being the unit vector that goes in the z direction. Finally, the Πabij (k) are the vector-vector field
perturbations power spectra defined by:
〈δAai (k1)δAbj(k2)〉 = (2π)3δ3(k1 + k2)Πabij (k1) , (45)
where Πabij (k) is given by [4]
Πabij (k) ≡ Πevenij (k)P ab+ (k) + iΠoddij (k)P ab− (k) + Πlongij (k)P ablong(k) , (46)
P ablong being the longitudinal component of the power spectra and P
ab
+ and P
ab
− being the parity conserving and
violating power spectra respectively:
P ab± ≡
1
2
(
P abR ± P abL
)
, (47)
where P abR and P
ab
L denote the power spectra for the transverse components with right-handed and left-handed
circular polarizations; all of them, as in the other cases, depend on the wavevector because of the anisotropic
expansion. Analogously to the previous case, the formal definitions of the polarization spectra are given by
〈δAaλ(k1)δAb∗λ (k2)〉 = (2π)3δ3(k1 − k2)P abλ (k1) . (48)
The basis Πevenij , Π
odd
ij and Π
long
ij in this case is given by [4]
Πevenij (k) ≡ δij − kˆikˆj , Πoddij (k) ≡ ǫijk kˆk , Πlongij (k) ≡ kˆikˆj . (49)
We represent diagrammatically the full propagator in Fig. 1.
The second building block of the diagrammatic approach is the t-vertex NA¯1···A¯t . The diagrammatic repre-
sentation of the t-vertex is shown in Fig. 2. There is a factor (2π)3δ(ki−p1···t) attached to the vertex. The delta
function is needed in order to guarantee momentum conservation at the vertex. ki is an external momentum
(bold solid line), and the pk are the internal momenta (bold dashed line).
Examples of the diagrams derived from these rules are discussed in the next section.
4.1 Examples
In this section we show how the diagrammatic rules work in a particular case. We will assume that the curvature
perturbation is generated by a single scalar and a single vector field so that δΦA¯ = (δφ , δAi) and the δN series
goes as follows:
ζ(x, t) ≡ δN(φ(x), Ai(x), t) = Nφδφ+NiδAi + 1
2
Nφφ(δφ)
2 +NφiδφδAi +
1
2
NijδAiδAj + · · · − (spatial average) .
(50)
According to Eq. (50) the n-point correlation functions have contributions from the vector field perturbations,
from the scalar field perturbations and from mixed terms. We will show how the rules work in this case for the
two-point, the three-point, and the four-point correlators of ζ. We will work out in detail the case of the 1-loop
power spectrum and describe schematically the other cases.
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4.1.1 The tree level and one-loop contributions to the spectrum Pζ
For the power spectrum we have n = 2, hence, the tree level approximation has p = 2−1 = 1 propagator. At this
level we then have only two first order derivatives (1-vertex) and one propagator joining them. Diagrammatically
the two-point correlator of ζ is represented by:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉tree =
=
++
+ .
(51)
Using the rules given at the beginning of this section, and after doing the trivial integration, the tree level term
to the power spectrum Pζ is given by:
P treeζ (k1) = NA¯NB¯ΠA¯B¯(k1) = N
2
φP (k1) +NφNjΠφj(k1) +NφNjΠφj(−k1) +NiNjΠij(k1) , (52)
where P (k) is the scalar-scalar field power spectrum, Πφj(k) is the scalar-vector field propagator, and Πij(k) is
the vector-vector field propagator.
Going now to the one-loop correction, we have n = 2 external lines and p = 2 propagators. We have one
term with two 2-vertices attached to the two external lines and the two propagators joining the vertices. We
also have another term with one 1-vertex and one 3-vertex, one propagator joins the vertices and the other one
dresses the 3-vertex. Assuming isotropic expansion, the one-loop contribution may easily be diagrammatically
expanded since we avoid scalar-vector propagators; in this case the resulting diagrammatic representation is:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉1−loop = +
= ++ +
++ +
.
(53)
Here we can identify seven different diagrams associated to contributions from scalar, vector and mixed terms.
Again, using the rules given at the beginning of this section, it is easy to get the one-loop correction to Pζ . After
carrying out one integration (the trivial one) we get:
P 1−loopζ (k1) =
1
2
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1 + p)ΠB¯D¯(−p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(−k1)ΠC¯D¯(p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k1)ΠC¯D¯(p) (54)
=
∫
d3p
(2π)3
[
1
2
N2φφP (|k1 + p|)P (p) +
1
2
NijNklΠik(k1 + p)Πjl(−p) +NφiNφjP (|k1 + p|)Πij(−p)
]
+
∫
d3p
(2π)3
[
NφNφφφP (k1)P (p) +
1
2
NiNjφφP (p)Πij(−k1) + 1
2
NiNjφφP (p)Πij(k1) +
NφNφijP (k1)Πij(p) +
1
2
NiNjklΠij(−k1)Πkl(p) + 1
2
NiNjklΠij(k1)Πkl(p)
]
. (55)
In the first two lines we have written the total one-loop contribution in terms of the t-vertices NA¯1···A¯t and the
propagators ΠA¯B¯ and in the lines below we have expanded them in terms of their scalar-scalar, scalar-vector,
and vector-vector components. Notice that the first term has a numerical factor 1/2 because, according to rule
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6, there are two propagators attached to the same vertex. The second and third terms also have a factor 1/2
because there is a propagator dressing a vertex. When we do the expansion of the first term in the scalar and
vector components the terms with pure-scalar fields and pure-vector fields will retain the numerical factor 1/2,
however the term associated to mixed contributions (scalar and vector) does not have this numerical factor; this
is because the propagators are not of the same kind. Similar considerations apply for those terms in the last two
lines.
Comparing Eqs. (36), (52) and (54) we observe that the diagrammatic approach is able to reproduce the
power spectrum of ζ up to the one-loop approximation and assuming that the field perturbations obey a gaussian
statistics. Nevertheless, the application of the diagrammatic method is very quick, useful, and intuitive, in absolut
contrast with the traditional method employing the Wick’s theorem. Here is where the power of the Feynman-like
rules relies.
4.1.2 The tree level and one-loop contributions to the bispectrum Bζ
Assuming ζ as in Eq. (50) and using the rules given at the beginning of this section to draw the diagrams, the
tree level term (p = 3− 1 = 2) to the three-point correlation function of ζ is diagrammatically given by:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉tree =
= + +
,
(56)
where the diagrammatic expansion has been done assuming isotropic expansion, i.e., avoiding scalar-vector
propagators. This diagram is the result of joining three external lines with two 1-vertices and one 2-vertex with
p = 2 propagators. Using the diagrammatic rules we obtain the expression for the tree level bispectrum:
Btreeζ (k1,k2,k3) = NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯
[
ΠA¯C¯(k1)ΠB¯D¯(k2) + 2 perm.
]
= N2φNφφ[P (k1)P (k2) + 2 perm.] +NiNkNmn
[
Πim(k1)Πkn(k2) + 2 perm.
]
+
NφNiNφj
[
P (k1)Πij(k2) + 5 perm.
]
. (57)
The one-loop contribution p = 3 is represented by
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉1−loop = + +
+
,
(58)
which is the result of joining three propagators with three external lines. There are four different ways of joining
the propagators and the external lines: we have the first term with three 2-vertices, the second term which
contains one 1-vertex, one 2-vertex and one 3-vertex, the third term with two 1-vertices and one dressed 4-
vertex, and the fourth term with one 1-vertex, one 2-vertex and one dressed 3-vertex. Again, using the rules and
performing the trivial integrations (thanks to the Dirac delta function), the above diagrams lead to the following
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expression:
B1−loopζ (k1,k2,k3) = NA¯B¯NC¯D¯NE¯F¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(−p)ΠB¯E¯(k1 + p)ΠD¯F¯ (k2 − p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯ND¯E¯F¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯D¯(k1)ΠB¯E¯(p)ΠC¯F¯ (k2 − p) + 5perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯E¯F¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1)ΠB¯D¯(k2)ΠE¯F¯ (p) + 2 perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯ND¯E¯F¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k1)ΠC¯D¯(k12)ΠE¯F¯ (p) + 5 perm.
]
. (59)
We have to expand every term in its scalar-scalar, scalar-vector, and vector-vector components. As an example,
we expand the first term which has three 2-vertices in the isotropic expansion limit. We will call this term B222ζ
because it has three 2-vertices:
B222ζ (k1,k2,k3) = NA¯B¯NC¯D¯NE¯F¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(−p)ΠB¯E¯(k1 + p)ΠD¯F¯ (k2 − p)
= N3φφ
∫
d3p
(2π)3
P (p)P (|k1 + p|)P (|k2 − p|) +
NijNklNmn
∫
d3p
(2π)3
Πik(−p)Πjm(k1 + p)Πln(k2 − p) +
NφφNφiNφj
∫
d3p
(2π)3
{
P (p)P (|k1 + p|)Πij(k2 − p) +
P (p)P (|k2 − p|)Πij(k1 + p) + P (|k2 − p|)P (|k1 + p|)Πij(p)
}
+
NφiNφjNkl
∫
d3p
(2π)3
{
P (p)Πik(k1 + p)Πjl(k2 − p) +
P (|k1 + p|)Πik(p)Πjl(k2 − p) + P (|k2 − p|)Πik(p)Πjl(k1 + p)
}
. (60)
The diagrammatic representation of this expansion is shown in Fig. 4.
+ + +
Figure 4: The scalar and vector components in the expansion of the B222ζ term assuming isotropic expansion.
4.1.3 The tree level contribution to the trispectrum Tζ
Finally, we draw the diagrams and write down the expression for the tree level term of the trispectrum Tζ .
This term has p = 4 − 1 = 3 propagators joining n = 4 external legs. There are two ways of joining the three
propagators with four external lines as we see in its diagrammatic representation:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)ζ(k4)〉tree = +
.
(61)
Using the rules in Section 4 we obtain the tree level expression for the trispectrum:
T treeζ (k1,k2,k3,k4) = NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯NE¯F¯ [ΠA¯C¯(k1)ΠB¯E¯(k2)ΠD¯F¯ (k13) + 11 perm.] +
NA¯NB¯NC¯ND¯E¯F¯ [ΠA¯D¯(k1)ΠB¯E¯(k2)ΠC¯F¯ (k3) + 3perm.] . (62)
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5 Diagrammatic rules for non-gaussian vector and scalar field per-
turbations
In this section we extend the rules obtained in Section 4 in order to include the contributions coming from
non-gaussian correlators of the field perturbations. We include the non-gaussianity in the form of primordial
connected k-point correlation functions which we will call (k − 1)-spectra. With this notation k = 2 is a
propagator. As we have studied in Section 4, in the gaussian case we have only propagators and t-vertices in the
diagrammatic perturbative series. As an example of primordial non-gaussian contributions we have the terms
containing the 3-point correlators of the field perturbations, the 2-spectrum (or bispectrum) BA¯B¯C¯ in Eq. (32).
In this case, aside of the propagator and the t-vertex we have to add the bispectrum of the field perturbations to
the building block list. The diagrammatic representation of the bispectrum in the field perturbations is shown in
Fig. 5. The rules to evaluate perturbatively a n-point correlation function of ζ, including non-gaussianity in the
=
(2pi )3 δ(q123) BABC
,
K
J J
a
q1
(2pi )3 δ(q123) BIJkc(2pi )3 δ(q123) BIJK
q3
q2
B
C
q2q2
q3
q3
q1 q1A I I ,
a
b
(2pi )3 δ(q123) BIjkbc
q2
q3
q1 ,
b
c
(2pi )3 δ(q123) Bijkabc
q2
q3
q1I a
Figure 5: The diagrammatic representation of the bispectrum in the field perturbations. Incoming momenta are
considered to be positive. In the diagrammatic decomposition, for each scalar index I we draw a dashed line
while for each vector index a we draw a curly line. For each vector index a we understand that there is implicitly
an index i corresponding to the components of the vector field.
field perturbations, are constructed by adding the (k− 1)-spectra to the building block list with the appropriate
rules to deal with their symmetries in a diagram. They are listed as follows:
1. Draw all distinct diagrams with n-external lines, and the appropriate number s of (k − 1)-spectra. The
case k = 2 corresponds to a propagator. The order of a (k − 1)-spectrum in the perturbative expansion is
k − 1, this is 〈δΦA¯1 · · · δΦA¯k〉 ∼ O(P k−1). External lines are represented by solid lines while internal lines
are represented by dashed lines. Every vertex cannot have attached more than one external line. Every
line in a (k−1)-spectra must be attached on at least one end to an external line, if it is attached to external
lines in both ends it is a propagator.
2. Label the external lines with incoming momenta ki for i = 1, ..., n and label the (k−1)-spectra with internal
momenta pk for k = 1, ..., p. Label each end of each (k − 1)-spectra with a field index: A¯, B¯, · · · , C¯. See
Figs. 1 and 5.
3. Assign the factor ΠA¯B¯(k) to each propagator in the diagram where k is the momentum associated to the
propagator which must flow from the end with the label A¯ to the end with the label B¯ (see Fig. 1). The
direction of the momentum flow in the diagram is relevant when the action is not invariant under the parity
transformation. If the momentum flows from the end with the label B¯ to the end with the label A¯, the
assigned propagator must be ΠB¯A¯(k) = ΠA¯B¯(−k).
4. Assign the factor FA¯1A¯2···A¯k(k1,k2, · · · ,kk)(2π)3δ(k12···k) to each primordial (k − 1)-spectrum in the dia-
gram. k1,k2, · · ·kk are the incoming momenta associated to the (k − 1)-spectrum. See for example Fig. 5
for the case of the bispectrum. The Dirac delta function ensures that the momentum is conserved.
5. Assign a factor NA¯1A¯2···A¯t(2π)
3δ(ki − p1···t) to each vertex, a t-vertex, where the number t of derivatives
of N is the number of lines attached to this vertex. We use the convention that incoming momentum is
positive. The Dirac delta function ensures that the momentum is conserved. See Fig. 2.
6. Integrate over the propagator momenta 1(2pi)3
∫
d3pi. The first n − 1 integrals can be done immediately
using the Dirac delta functions but any further integral in general cannot be performed analytically. This
is the case when there are integrals corresponding to loop corrections.
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7. Divide by the appropriate numerical factor:
• l! if there are l propagators attached to the same vertices at both ends.
• 2ll! if there are l propagators dressing a vertex.
• p! if there are p (k − 1)-spectra attached to the same vertices at both ends, and with just one line
attached to each vertex.
• m!n!... if there are m lines of just one (k − 1)-spectrum attached to the same vertex V1, and n lines
of the same (k − 1)-spectrum attached to the same vertex V2, and so on.
• p!(m!n!...)p if there are m lines of each of the p (k − 1)-spectra attached to the same vertex V1, and
n lines of each of the same p (k − 1)-spectra attached to the same vertex V2, and so on.
• l!((k − 1)!)l if there are l (k − 1)-spectra all of the same order dressing a vertex.
8. Add all permutations of the diagrams corresponding to all the distinct ways to relabel the ki attached to
the external lines. The number of permutations depends on the symmetries of the diagram: a diagram
which is totally symmetric with respect to external lines has only one term; in contrast, a diagram without
symmetries with respect to external lines has n! permutations.
In this case, given that the (k−1)-spectra are part of the building blocks of the diagrammatic representation,
it is instructive to know the maximum number of them that we can have in every l-loop term. This information is
relevant in order to construct all the possible diagrams at each order. In the process of drawing a l-loop diagram
we have to take into account that the sum of the order of all the (k− 1)-spectra in a diagram must coincide with
the order of the diagram. In Table 1 we summarize the maximum number of (k − 1)-spectra that could appear
in any diagram corresponding to a l-loop correction in the perturbative series for a n-point correlation function.
Table 1: The number of (k − 1)-spectra that we need to construct the l-loop term of a n-point correlation
function. In the rows we have the l-loop order correction and in the columns we show the maximum number of
(k − 1)-spectra that could appear at each order. [x] represents the integer part of x.
loop order spectrum 2-spectrum 3-spectrum · · · (k − 1)-spectrum
tree: n− 1 n− 1 [(n− 1)/2] [(n− 1)/3] · · · [(n− 1)/(k − 1)]
1-loop: n n [n/2] [n/3] · · · [n/(k − 1)]
2-loops: n+ 1 n+ 1 [(n+ 1)/2] [(n+ 1)/3] · · · [(n+ 1)/(k − 1)]
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
l-loops: n+ l − 1 n+ l − 1 [(n+ l − 1)/2] [(n+ l − 1)/3] · · · [(n+ l − 1)/(k − 1)]
5.1 Examples
Again, we are going to use the example of a single scalar field and a single vector field studied in Section 4. We
will work out in detail the power spectrum and describe briefly the bispectrum and trispectrum.
5.1.1 The tree level and one-loop contributions to the spectrum Pζ
For the power spectrum we have n = 2 external lines, and the tree level approximation has p = 2 − 1 = 1
propagator, i.e it is of order O(P 1). Higher order primordial (k− 1)-spectra do not appear at this order because
the lowest higher-order correlator is the bispectrum which is of orderO(P 2). Hence, the tree level power spectrum
is identical to the one in Eq. (52). The 1-loop power spectrum is of order O(P 2) so, according to Table 1, we
have two propagators and one bispectrum. We do not have higher-order correlators of the field perturbations at
this order. The diagrammatic representation of the 1-loop power spectrum is:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉1−loop = + +
.
(63)
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Using the diagrammatic rules we find the expression for the 1-loop power spectrum:
P 1−loopζ (k1) =
1
2
NA¯B¯NC¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1 + p)ΠB¯D¯(−p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(−k1)ΠC¯D¯(p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k1)ΠC¯D¯(p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
BA¯B¯C¯(k1,p,−k1 − p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
BA¯B¯C¯(−k1,p,k1 − p) .
(64)
Comparing with the gaussian case in Eq. (54), the 1-loop power spectrum has the terms in the last line as
extra terms. These terms have a bispectrum of the field perturbations connected with a 1-vertex and a 2-vertex.
Comparing again this expression with Eq. (36), we see that the one-loop contribution to the power spectrum
of ζ calculated using the usual approach, employing the Wick’s theorem, is fully reproduced, but this time with
much less effort.
5.1.2 The tree level and one-loop contributions to the bispectrum Bζ
According to Table 1, for the tree level 3-point correlation function we have a maximum of 2 propagators and
one bispectrum of the field perturbations. With them, we can construct the following diagrams:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉tree = + . (65)
Comparing with the gaussian expression, we have a new term coming from the bispectrum of the field perturba-
tions. Using the diagrammatic rules we obtain the expression for the tree level bispectrum:
Btreeζ (k1,k2,k3) = NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯
[
ΠA¯C¯(k1)ΠB¯D¯(k2) + 2 perm.
]
+NA¯NB¯NC¯BA¯B¯C¯(k1,k2,k3) . (66)
The one-loop contribution is constructed out of the possible diagrams that we can draw with a maximum of
p = 3 propagators, b = 2 bispectra and t = 1 trispectrum. The resulting diagrams are shown here:
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉1−loop = ++ + (67)
+ + +
+ +
.
We can see that, compared with the gaussian case, there are five new terms related to the bispectrum and trispec-
trum of the field perturbations. Again, using the rules and doing the trivial Dirac delta function integrations,
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the above diagrams lead to the following expressions:
B1−loopζ (k1,k2,k3) = NA¯B¯NC¯D¯NE¯F¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(−p)ΠB¯E¯(k1 + p)ΠD¯F¯ (k2 − p) +
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯ND¯E¯F¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯D¯(k1)ΠB¯E¯(p)ΠC¯F¯ (k2 − p) + 5 perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯E¯F¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1)ΠB¯D¯(k2)ΠE¯F¯ (p) + 2perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯ND¯E¯F¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k1)ΠC¯D¯(k12)ΠE¯F¯ (p) + 5perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
TA¯B¯C¯D¯(k1,k2,p,k3 − p) + 2perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯C¯ND¯E¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯B¯(k1)BC¯D¯E¯(−k3,p,k3 − p) + 5perm.
]
+
NA¯NB¯C¯ND¯E¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
BA¯B¯D¯(k1,p,−k1 − p)ΠC¯E¯(k2 − p) + 2perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯E¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
BA¯B¯C¯(k1,k2,k3)ΠD¯E¯(p) + 2perm.
]
+
1
2
NA¯NB¯NC¯D¯E¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1)BB¯D¯E¯(k2,p,−k2 − p) + 5perm.
]
. (68)
From the equation above, we see that the terms from fifth to nineth carry the non-gaussian contributions encoded
in the bispectrum BA¯B¯C¯ and the trispectrum TA¯B¯C¯D¯ of the field perturbations. We can check the numerical
factors in front of every term by invoking the rules number 7 and number 8.
6 Vertex renormalization
6.1 Gaussian fields
We can reduce significantly the number of diagrams by adopting the vertex renormalization procedure presented
in Ref. [44]. While the discussion in Ref. [44] is restricted to the context of multi-scalar fields perturbations, here,
we extend the method to account for the case in which there are multi-scalar and multi-vector field perturbations.
We describe here how this procedure works in the presence of gaussian fields and we leave the discussion of the
non-gaussian case for next section. In this procedure the derivatives NA¯B¯C¯··· are redefined in such a way that
they relate the values of N at a given background Φ0 to the values of N at a general point ~x in real space. The
derivatives of N for the background Φ0 are NA¯B¯···|Φ0 = NA¯B¯··· and are related to the number of e-foldings N˜ at
any point x by
N˜ ≡ N˜(Φ(x)) = N +NA¯δΦA¯ +
1
2
NA¯B¯δΦA¯δΦB¯ +
1
3!
NA¯B¯C¯δΦA¯δΦB¯δΦC¯ + · · · . (69)
Taking the derivatives of this equation with respect to ΦA¯, then going to momentum space and taking the
expectation value, we redefine the derivatives of N in the form
〈N˜A¯···B¯〉 = NA¯···B¯ +
1
2
NA¯···B¯C¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(p) +
1
8
NA¯···B¯C¯D¯E¯F¯
∫
d3p1
(2π)3
d3p2
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(p1)ΠE¯F¯ (p2) + · · · . (70)
In the last step, we used the fact that the fields are gaussian, hence, all the expansion contains only integrals
of propagators and not higher-order correlation functions. We see in Eq. (70) that the vertex renormalization
“dresses” a vertex with an infinite series of the contractions of the vertices and the propagators integrated along
independent internal momenta. Diagrammatically, this is equivalent to attach to the vertex an infinite series of
loop integrals (“bubbles”). Graphically, we represent a “dressed” vertex with a solid dot as shown in Fig. 6. In
this figure we show the expansion up to two-loops of the 3-vertex 〈N˜A¯B¯···C¯〉. In order to simplify our notation,
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= + + ...+
Figure 6: The diagrammatic representation of the renormalized 3-vertex N˜A¯B¯C¯ for gaussian fields.
in the following we omit the brackets in the renormalized derivatives, then N˜A¯B¯···C¯ ≡ 〈N˜A¯B¯···C¯〉. When we
introduce the renormalized vertex we just keep the diagrams present in the perturbative series of the correlation
functions which do not have “bubbles” around the vertices since all the “bubbles” are already included in the
renormalized vertex. In Fig. 7 we show an example of the type of diagrams which are allowed and the ones
which are not allowed in the perturbative expansion of the power spectrum Pζ .
Allowed Not  allowed
Figure 7: An example of the type of diagrams allowed and not allowed in the perturbative expansion of Pζ .
6.2 Renormalized gaussian diagrams
Taking into account the renormalization of the vertices, we can also write a set of rules for the renormalized
diagrams as follows
1. Draw all distinct diagrams with n-external lines and p propagators. External lines are represented by solid
lines while internal lines are represented by dashed lines. Every renormalized vertex connect an external
line to at least 1 propagator and is represented with a solid dot. The propagators cannot have both ends
attached to the same renormalized vertex. See Fig. 7.
2. Label the external lines with incoming momenta ki for i = 1, ..., n and label the propagator with internal
momenta pk for k = 1, ..., p. Label each end of each propagator with a field index: A¯, B¯, · · · , C¯. See Fig.
1.
3. Assign the factor ΠA¯B¯(k) to each propagator in the diagram where k is the momentum associated to the
propagator which must flow from the end with the label A¯ to the end with the label B¯ (see Fig. 1). The
direction of the momentum flow in the diagram is relevant when the action is not invariant under the parity
transformation. If the momentum flows from the end with the label B¯ to the end with the label A¯, the
assigned propagator must be ΠB¯A¯(k) = ΠA¯B¯(−k).
4. Assign a factor NA¯1A¯2···A¯t(2π)
3δ(ki−p1···t) to each vertex, a t-vertex, where the number t of derivatives of
N is the number of propagators attached to this vertex. We use the convention that incoming momentum
is positive. The Dirac delta function ensures that the momentum is conserved. See Fig. 2.
5. Integrate over the propagator momenta 1(2pi)3
∫
d3pi. The first n − 1 integrals can be done immediately
using the Dirac delta functions but any further integral in general cannot be performed analytically. This
is the case when there are integrals corresponding to loop corrections.
6. Divide by the appropriate numerical factor: l! if there are l propagators attached to the same vertices at
both ends.
7. Add all permutations of the diagrams corresponding to all the distinct ways to relabel the ki attached to
the external lines. The number of permutations depends on the symmetries of the diagram: a diagram
which is totally symmetric with respect to external lines has only one term; in contrast, a diagram without
symmetries with respect to external lines has n! permutations.
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As examples of these rules, we show the diagrams which represent the power spectrum up to two loops and
the bispectrum up to one loop:
〈ζ(k!)ζ(k2)〉up to 2−loops = ++
,
(71)
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉up to 1−loop = ++
.
(72)
They represent the expansions
P
(up to 2−loops)
ζ (k1) = N˜A¯N˜B¯ΠA¯B¯(k1) +
1
2
N˜A¯B¯N˜C¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(k1 + p)ΠB¯D¯(−p) +
1
6
N˜A¯B¯C¯N˜D¯E¯F¯
∫
d3p1
(2π)3
d3p2
(2π)3
ΠA¯D¯(p1)ΠB¯E¯(p2)ΠC¯F¯ (k1 − p12) , (73)
B
(up to 1−loop)
ζ (k1,k2,k3) = N˜A¯N˜B¯N˜C¯D¯
[
ΠA¯C¯(k1)ΠB¯D¯(k2) + 2 perm.
]
+
N˜A¯B¯N˜C¯D¯N˜E¯F¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯C¯(−p)ΠB¯E¯(k1 + p)ΠD¯F¯ (k2 − p) +
1
2
N˜A¯N˜B¯C¯N˜D¯E¯F¯
[∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠA¯D¯(k1)ΠB¯E¯(p)ΠC¯F¯ (k2 − p) + 5perm.
]
. (74)
From the last equations, we see that the number of diagrams at each order reduces significantly, for instance
the up to 2-loop power spectrum has only three diagrams instead of the seven diagrams that we have without
renormalized vertices. In particular, the diagrammatic representation of the power spectrum is very simple
because we have only one diagram at every order in loops. The l-loop diagram of the power spectrum is
represented by l+ 1 propagators joining two (l + 1)-renormalized vertices.
6.3 Non-gaussian fields
We start again from Eq. (69), we take the derivatives of this equation with respect to ΦA¯, then go to momentum
space, and finally take the expectation value. Thus, we redefine the derivatives of N in the form
〈N˜A¯···B¯〉 = NA¯···B¯ +
1
2
NA¯···B¯C¯D¯
∫
d3p
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(p) +
1
3!
NA¯···B¯C¯D¯E¯
∫
d3p1
(2π)3
d3p2
(2π)3
BC¯D¯E¯(p1,−p2,p2 − p1) +
1
8
NA¯···B¯C¯D¯E¯F¯
∫
d3p1
(2π)3
d3p2
(2π)3
ΠC¯D¯(p1)ΠE¯F¯ (p2) + · · · . (75)
In this case, we consider that the fields are non-gaussian so that the integrals in the expansion contain propagators
and higher order correlation functions as well. In Eq. (75) we have now that the renormalized vertices will contain
not only propagator loops but in general they will have (k − 1)-spectra with all their lines wrapped around the
vertices. Graphically, we represent a “dressed” vertex with non-gaussian fields with a solid dot as shown in Fig.
8. In this figure we show the expansion up to two-loops of the 3-vertex N˜A¯B¯···C¯ . We see for instance in the third
term of such a figure that there is a 2-spectrum wrapping around the vertex.
= + + + ...+
Figure 8: The diagrammatic representation of the renormalized 3-vertex N˜A¯B¯C¯ for non-gaussian fields.
The diagrammatic rules for this situation are the same as the ones listed in Section 5, but excluding the
diagrams containing (k − 1)-spectra with all their lines attached to the same vertex. A general proof that the
redefinition of the derivatives given in Eq. (75) remove all the diagrams with dressed vertices was given in the
appendix of Ref. [44].
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7 Conclusions
Formulating the n-point correlators of the primordial curvature perturbation ζ in terms of integrals involving
correlators of the field perturbations is a very direct procedure; however it is in general very time-consuming,
clutter, and not so intuitive. The same situation happened with the calculation of scattering amplitudes in
cannonical Quantum Field Theory until Feynman exposed for the first time his diagrammatic rules [40, 41, 42]
which, since then, have become the standard way of doing such a kind of calculations [43]; the reason: Feynman
rules are vey easy to remember, very easy to implement, very intuitive, and allow us to understand the physics
behind a quantum process. A few years ago, the “Feynman-like rules” to calculate n-point correlators of ζ were
developed [44], with the same aims as the Feynman rules in the particle physics context. In that work, only scalar
fields were introduced as the generators of ζ. Since then, not many cosmologists have used this diagrammatic
approach, wasting the interesting properties stated above. As mentioned in the introduction, the relevance of
having an efficient method to calculate loop corrections relies mainly in the possibility that observational data
coming from high precision cosmological probes could open a window to access effects related to such corrections;
there are also scenarios in which evaluating loop contributions is essential because those terms dominate over the
tree level ones and constitute a source for large and observable non-gaussianities [60, 61, 67, 68, 69, 70]. In the
present work, we have been interested in promoting even more this methodology among the cosmology community.
In addition, we have extended it to the interesting case where multiple scalar and vector fields contribute to
the generation of ζ; in this situation it is possible to obtain prolonged stages of anisotropic expansion (see for
instance Ref. [53, 76, 77, 78]), as well as observable levels of statistical anisotropy [4, 20, 65] and anisotropic
non-gaussianity [21, 62, 65] which can serve as discriminators among different inflationary models [1, 49]. Indeed,
consistency relations among the different levels of non-gaussianity and the level of statistical anisotropy may be
obtained for different classes of models so that they may easily be ruled out by observation [60, 61, 62, 79].
Two of the most notorious differences with respect to the multi-scalar field case of Ref. [44] are the possibility
of parity violating interactions in the action and the possibility of anisotropic expansion; in the former case,
the direction of the momentum flow in the Feynman-like diagrams is relevant, something which is not present
for scalar and vector boson propagators in the Feynman rules of the particle physics context; in the latter, the
particle production process is statistically anisotropic, which render the scalar-scalar field perturbation spectra
and the vector-vector field perturbation spectra for the different polarizations wavevector-dependent, as well as
making the correlators between scalar and vector field perturbations different to zero (producing scalar-vector
field perturbation spectra). In view of recent relevant works where the anisotropic expansion is quite prolonged
[26, 27, 28, 29, 53], we are urged to comprehensively study the generation of statistical anisotropy in that kind
of models.
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